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1010.01  |   Wiesel III Solo Duo
                 Fruit picking car

Weight*: approx. 21.0 kg 

Dimensions*: 900 x 440 x 1010 mm (b x h x w)

Wheel diameter*: 260 mm

Article number: 1010.01

Metasa / Wiesel III
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Made in Germany

Highlights

P User-friendly

P Fitting box sizes: e.g.: 600 x 400 mm, 400 x 300 mm

P Puncture-proof tyres

P Provides staff economy and efficiency

P Sturdy square tube construction

P Galvanised

P Two storage tiers for different box sizes

Suitable for the following crops::

Blackberries

Art. no.:    additional articles

1008.01 3-step ladder

1031 movable picking basket

1037 one-wheel brake

1038.01 rain cover

1038.03 Side protection – sun / rain

91.4030.160 MetaFoldingBox 400 x 300 x 160 mm

91.6040.120 MetaFoldingBox 600 x 400 x 120 mm

91.6040.180 MetaFoldingBox 600 x 400 x 180 mm

Wiesel III is the initial model from our Wiesel series. 

Its sturdy square tube construction makes it the ideal 

picking cart for harvesting raspberries and other bush 

berries. Wiesel III is equipped with easily accessible 

handles. It features two tiers holding 3 to 4 boxes of 

various dimensions which can be stacked without 

slipping. Thanks to its large, puncture-proof wheels with 

roller bearings, it provides excellent weight balance. The 

durable weather-protected surface contributes to the 

longevity of the material. Galvanised version. The 3-step 

ladder is a separate article.

*Production-related tolerances are possible in the specified data, weights and dimensions. No 
legally binding assurances of specific properties can be derived from this information. Errors and 
omissions excepted.
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